
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a senior editor. If you are looking
for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for senior editor

Receive manuscripts from neurosurgery faculty and residents
If changes are requested by the journal, or if a rejected manuscript needs to
be submitted to a different journal, support the author(s) in the revision
and/or resubmission process (cross-check changes, format, and edit revised
manuscript as needed)
Supports OSC's internal communications efforts through editing of content,
idea generation, and support of curation of key internal websites,
newsletters, and other vehicles
Assists in content creation—assigning, editing, writing, and using multimedia
skills—for a wide variety of print- and web-based vehicles
Shared oversight of photo assignments, coordinates with other photo staff to
obtain, organize and publish the world's best photojournalism
Advocate for outstanding photojournalism across CNN departments
Demonstrate to world's top photojournalists the importance of CNN as a
platform for their work
Delivers complex projects at high quality and on deadline
Edit photo content focused on a user-driven strategy that understands the
nuances of packaging content for the web, mobile web, social and apps
This involves initiating assignments adhering to editing standards, maintain
relations with agencies, handling contract negotiations as needed,
developing relations with freelancers

Qualifications for senior editor

Example of Senior Editor Job Description
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Minimum of 3-5 years experience as an editor at a consumer-facing or B2B
site with a robust social and newsletter audience
High comfort level with learning various technologies, including web
applications, content management systems, spreadsheets, Acrobat and
SMART Notebook software
Deep content analysis and metrics-reporting skills
Fluency in social media landscape and expertise using various social
media/web outlets and analytics tools (Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube,
Google Analytics )
Interest in and knowledge of both U.S. and international higher education is a
plus


